
CMP3 
for Lincoln 6-8

Starting in the 
Fall of 2017



This Morning’s Agenda:

● How and why we chose CMP3
● A closer look at  CMP3 

○ What is it?
○ What do we like about it?

● What will be the same/different next year
● Algebra 1 in CMP3
● Math pathways in 6-8 Lincoln and beyond



Why?

Why a new program? 
And how did we get to this point?



Our current program is outdated

Impact Mathematics has not updated since 2009

● Not aligned with the Common Core
● We have had to supplement and rearrange what is taught when
● Examples are outdated (currency rates, data, examples -- 10 years old)



The Process we went through to get here:

Create  6-8 Math Materials Review Committee

Establish goals

Revise Criteria for Selection tool

Gather information from other districts

Order, review, rate sample materials

Identify programs to continue to look at

Visit schools using programs

Order materials and set up pilots of two programs

Teachers visit other classrooms during pilots

Two parent meetings and gathering of parent 
feedback

School Committee presentation

Give Student/teacher surveys and analyze feedback

Choose a program to recommend to Dr. McFall

Get approval from Dr. McFall

Order materials

Plan professional development for teachers

Two parent mornings to announce our program



What is CMP3?

The most recent edition of 
Connected Mathematics Project



Connected Math Project (CMP3)

Investigation-based program, student-centered approach

From University of Michigan, by Lappan, Phillips, Fey, Friel

One of the three original exemplary NSF-funded 6-8 standards-based programs

Current edition aligned with CCSS, including a focus on “habits of mind”

Focus on collaborative problem solving, interesting contexts

Launch, Explore, Summarize model -- each unit has 3-5 investigations with 
Applications, Connections, and Extensions



Connected Math Project (CMP3)

Materials to help teachers differentiate

Paper and online components, assessment components, teacher resources, etc.

Opportunities for different pathways through the grades



What Do We Like 
About CMP3?

Sticky Contexts, Clear Progressions, 
Open Questions



Sticky Contexts

Problems that are embedded in context:

● More engaging
● Informal sense-making ---> abstraction
● Easier to recall concepts
● Easier to refer back to in order to build 

new concepts



Clear Progression of Concepts

Gr. 7 Comparing Bits and Pieces:

Ratios in the context of fundraising 
goals.

Sharing things equally - unit rates

Sharing things unequally - ratios

Extending the number line into 
negative,  absolute value

Decimals, percents



Open Questions
● allow different students 

to approach a problem in 
different ways

● allow students at 
different stages of 
mathematical 
development to benefit 
from the same task 
(paraphrased from Marion Small Good 
Questions)

How many different ways can 
you answer these questions? 



Clear representations



Does CMP3 include Algebra?
The CMP3 Algebra/Grade 8 
materials fully incorporate all 
of the high school Algebra 1 
standards with a high level of 
academic demand.

(See correlations on 
University of Michigan site: 
https://connectedmath.msu.e
du/the-math/ccss-unit/algebr
a-i-identified-by-parcc/)



Why will Sixth Grade Math be Unleveled?

● CMP3 has a structure that lends itself well to heterogeneous grouping
● CMP3 has lots of built-in ways to keep students of varying interests and 

abilities curious and challenged
○ Rich, engaging questions
○ Open questions
○ Support for differentiated instruction in the classroom
○ Opportunities to go further (ACE)
○ Projects



Pathways through math at Lincoln

The pathways through math at Lincoln will remain as they are except that sixth 
grade will return to being un-leveled. 

All sixth grade students will be considered for both levels of math in Grade 7.

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 7, 
Extended

Algebra 1/
Grade 8

Algebra 1/
Grade 8, 
Extended



What math will my child take in grade 9?

Almost all students, even 
those in the non-extended 
course, will be ready for one of 
the Geometry courses in grade 
9, and will be on course to take 
Calculus in high school, if they 
would like.

Fabulous!

LIsa Weiss at Lincoln-Sudbury





Looking Ahead

Teachers will have an afternoon in June and a full day during the summer to 
work together to prepare.

We have plans for ongoing professional development all next year, including peer 
observations and looking at student work together.

We are excited to roll up our sleeves and dig in!

Questions?


